
CLASS:12 UNIT TEST:5 MARKS: S0 
SUB: ENGLISH TIME: 1 HR 3OMTS 

CHOOSE THE SYNONYMSs OF (5) 

1. Portly a) sacrifice b) stocky c) safe d) sarcastically 

2. Sturdy a) weak b) good c) tall d) strong 

3. Seasoned a) mixed b) garnished c) filled d) loosened 

4. Bereavement a) rejoice b) celebration c) grief d) war 

5. Puckering a) wrinkled b) plucking c) spreading d) serving 

(5) CHOOSE THE ANTONYMS OF 

6. Splendoura) magnificence b) pomp c) effulgence d) simplicity 
7. Unmatched a) inferior b) incomparable c) excellent d) supreme 

8. Banter a) flattery b) small task c) chitchat d) repartee 

9. Persuaded a) believed b) dissuaded c) accepted d) avoided 

10. Chronic a) occasional b) regularly c) usually d) early 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING (4*2 8) 

11. Why were the two chairs compared to Rama - Lakshmana? 

12. Describe the stool that the narrator 's family had. 

13. Why did the family find it difficult to make a chair ? 

14. Why did Maamanar hand over the chair to the villagers to retain it? 

ANSWER IN PARAGRAPH (35 15) 

15. Narrate the story of The Chair 'in your own words. 

16. Explain how the poet guides his son who is at the threshold of manhood, to face the 

challenges of life. 
17. Narrate the story 'All Summer in a day ' in your own words 

Poem comprehension (2*2 =4) 

18. Life is hard ,be steel ,be a rock 
i) How should one face a life ? 

ii) ldentify the figure of speech ? 

19. Tell him time as a stuff can be wasted. 

Tell him to be a fool every so often 

iWhy does the poet suggests that the time can be wasted? 

i)ldentify the figure of speech? 

ERC (2 2h =5) 

20. Brutus have been gentled where lashes failed. 

21. He will be lonely enough 

To have time for the work 

CHANGE INTO OTHER SPEECH (4 2 8) 

io 
22. Pradeep said to her sister," It is going to be a lovely sunny day." 

23. Sam said to me," I took my grandpa to the doctor." 
24. My mother said to me," How did you write your test?" 
25. The headmaster advised us to switch off the fans when we leave the class. 
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